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Introduction

Alan Meltzer has once remarked that

"we need a dynamic micro-theory" . The

static supply/demand equihbrium analysis

of pnce formation is one-dimensional. It

looks at the product in total isolation. It

admits no insight into the effect on the

price of altemative products, either at the

input or at the output end of the

production line. It makes no allowance for

delibérate variation in product quality on

the part of the producer. A dynamic theory

of price formation would have to be

three-dimaisional. It would have to take

the inter-dependence of the price with

those of substitutes at both the input and

the output level into full account. It would

have to allow for delibérate variation in

product quality. In the present paper we
attempt to lay the foundations of such a

dynamic theory, explicitly recognizing

arbitrage as the driving forcé of the

market process. We shall use the language

of traders with daily experience with

arbitrage. Their guiding star is the spread.

the difference in price between two goods

(baskets of goods or, even more generally,

baskets of goods and other resources).

Their basic tool is the straddle. the

combination of a purchase and a sale. The

arbitrageur is shuffling his straddles in

pursuit of puré oitrepreneurial profit. To

the uninitiated it looks as if he is guided

by intuition. But theory can establish the

basic facts goveming arbitrage without

appealing to intuition.

The marginal analysis of price

formation of consumer goods to be

presented here isolates three types of

arbitrage: (1) the horizontal arbitrage of

the consumer, responsible for the

formation of the asked price, usmg

one-legged straddles; (2) the vertical

arbitrage of the producer, responsible for

the formation of the bid price, using

two-l^ged straddles; and (3) the

bid/asked arbitrage of the market-maker,

responsible for closing the bid/asked

spread.

In the second part of the paper we
discuss problems of entreproieurship and

profit in the light of arbitrage. Horizontal

arbitrage has a role to play in

retrospective strat^es to protect

profítability, including variation of

product quality and increasing capacity

utilization. Vertical arbitrage using

four-legged straddles has a role to play in
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prospective, forward-looking strat^es of

aggressively pursuing puré entrepre-

neurial profít. Entrqjraieurial success

depaids on the skill to mesh these

strategies.

This paper is the fírst in a series.

Much work remains to be done to deal

with other types of arbitrage, such as

inter-spatial and inter-temporal arbitrage

having important implications in regard to

tnter-regional and intemational trade and

the formation of futures prices, and also

arbitrage between the bond market and

other markets, having important

implications in r^ard to the formation of

the interest rate structure. These and other

related issues will be dealt with in

subsequent papers.

Arbitrage

Arbitrage is the driving forcé of the

market process. It is present in every

market action, even though sometimes it

may well be hidden. It is not often

recognized that barter — a sale and a

purchase 'telescoped' into a single

transaction — is an instance of arbitrage.

By the same token so is every purchase,

since an explicit choice always

incorporates the implicit rejection of the

nearest altemative. The word 'arbitrage' is

used in this paper in its broadest possible

sense, in order to unify the seemingly

fragmented activities of entrepreneurs and

the seemingly unrelated sources of puré

entrepreneurial profit. Arbitrage is a

market strat^y that puts the emphasis not

on sales per se but on straddles, and is

motivated not by prices per se, but by
spreads. A straddle is a market position

with a long and a short leg. The long leg

could be an outright purchase but, more
typically, it is a commitment to buy or,

just as typically, the liquidation of a

commitment to sell. The short leg could be

an outright sale but, again, more typically

it is a commitmait to sell, or the

liquidation of a commitmait to buy. The

commitment to buy or sell (or the

liquidation thereof) is always made at the

current price. To every straddle there

belongs a spread, that is, the difference

between the prices at which the

commitments to buy and sell have beai

made (sale price less purchase price).

The spread, like the price, is subject to

change. But the information-contait of a

change in the spread, unlike that in the

price, is highly signifícant. In fact the

importance of arbitrage, and the reason

why human action should be viewed from

the vantage point of the spread, rather

than from that of the price, is found in the

fact that a single move in the price is

mostly random. By contrast, a single move
of the spread (in a well-traded market) is a

signal that is far from being random. The

knowledgeable arbitrageur can read it and

make most of it. This insight of his is the

true source of puré entrepreneurial profit.

Our starting point is the fundamaital

observation of Cari Menger in Principies

of Economics that markets do not quote

one single monolithic price; they in fact

quote two prices: a higher and a lower

one. In market parlance, the higher one is

called the asked price, and the lower the

bidprice. The two are never equal, so that

the bid/asked spread (i.e., asked minus bid

price) is always positive. The fundamental

question to ask is how the bid and asked

prices are formed by the market process.

We shall see that the asked price is the

outcome of the competition of the

consumers, while the bid price is the

outcome of the competition of the

producers. Either process can be described

as arbitrage, addressing a definite spread,

using a deñnite type of straddle.
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The four-legged straddle

When the arbitrageur sees a profitable

spread, say, he fínds the price of one item

X too low while that of a related item y too

high, he sets up his initial straddle

consisting of the initial long leg

(commitment to buy x) and the initial

short leg (commitment to sell y) at the

prevaihng pnces. In market parlance, he

has entered one market with the long 1^
and another with the short. The
arbitrageur expects his spread to widen

(narrow in absolute valué, if n^ative). If

the market moves in his favor, he takes

prqfit by ofFsetting his straddle: he enters

the same markets once more but with the

long and short legs switched around. Thus

his opposite straddle consists of the

terminal short leg (liquidating the

commitment to buy x) and the terminal

long leg (liquidating the commitment to

sell y) at the new pnces. His profit is the

net change in the spread (terminal minus

initial spread; if negative, he has made a

loss). We refer to this as a four-legged

straddle, as the profit from the arbitrage

can be calculated only after all four l^s

are in place.

Four-l^ged arbitrage is the basic

strat^y of the wardiousing business.

Suppose a grain- elevator operator

normally filis one of his two bins with

wheat, and the other with com. As a result

of poor weather in the wheat-growing

regions he expects the wheat/com spread

to widai. Acting on his insight he sells his

com (initial short leg) and filis his com
bin with wheat (initial long 1^). When his

expectation is fulfílled and the wheat/com

spread has widened, he sells his wheat in

the com bin (terminal short 1^) and

replaces it with com (terminal long 1^).

Since the profitability of the arbitrage can

be established only after all four legs are

in place, this is a four-l^ged straddle. The
foreign exchange trader's basic tool is also

the four-l^ged straddle. This is not

surprising if we contémplate that his

business also has the characteristic of

warehousing. To catch a glimpse of the

true significance of the four-l^ged

straddle consider the fact that the volume

of the world's foreign exchange markets is

estimated at a mind-boggling one and one

quarter trillion doUars per doy, more than

the annual budget of the U.S. govemment.

Virtually all of this trading is hedged, that

is, done through the vehicle of four-legged

straddles. But the importance of the

four-legged straddle goes beyond the

range of these examples. Every type of

arbitrage can be reduced to four-legged

straddles. Note that the four-l^ged

straddles above are special in that the

terminal l^s liquidate the respective

commitments made by the initial l^s. In

the general case this restriction is

removed. In the second part of this paper

we shall see examples of a four-l^ged

straddle in the general case, with each 1^
in a different market.

The two-legged straddle

Consider the vertical arbitrage of the

producer. The long 1^ x of his straddle is

in the producer goods market and the short

1^ y is in the consumer goods market,

where x is the input and y the output of his

production line. This is called a

two-legged straddle, because the profit

from the arbitrage can be calculated

already when the first two legs are in

place. We reduce this to a four-legged

straddle by adding two terminal l^s at

zero pnces (so that the addition of the

phantom legs does not afíect the

profitability of the arbitrage). The

significance of the phantom l^s is to

satisfy the requironents of double-entry

book-keeping. The four transactions
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involved are: placing an order for x, taking

an order for y, taking delivery of x,

makíng deliveiy of j^. They correspond to

the four l^s, respectively, of a straddle:

(1) the initial long 1^ x, (2) the initial

short 1^>', (3) the terminal short leg x, (4)

the terminal long 1^>^.

The one-legged straddle

Consider the horizontal arbitrage of

the producer. He buys the favored

producer good x (his present input) while

he refrains from buying the disfavored one

y (his former input). This creates a

straddle with long leg x and short leg y,

and the corresponding spread shows the

profít (saving) that arises out of the switch

from y to X. This is called a one-legged

straddle because the profít from the

arbitrage can be calculated already when
the single long leg x is in place. To satisfy

the requirements of double-entry

book-keeping we reduge this to a

four-legged straddle by adding three

phantom legs. The four transactions

involved, corresponding to the four legs

(1) - (4) named above, are: placing an

order for x, cancelling the order for y,

taking delivery of x, and getting credit for

the cancelled order for^, respectively. The
terminal legs are entered at zero pnces, so

that they will not affect the profitability of

the arbitrage. We are now ready to present

the marginal analysis of the pnce
formation of consumer goods in three

steps: the formation of the asked pnce, the

formation of the bid pnce, and the closing

of the bid/asked spread.

Formation of the asked príce

As noted above, the asked pnce is the

outcome of competition by the consumers.

Li more details, the asked price a of the

consumer good x marks the point where

the opportunity cost of buying an

additional unit of x becomes critical to

the marginal consumer of x. He is the

first consumer to refuse to buy the uptick

in the price of x, and the reference is to

his opportunity to buy a substitute

instead, namely, the consumer good x\

All consumers of x are doing

horizontal arbitrage all the time: they

constantly shift their custom. Their

guiding star is the constellation of

horizontal spreads. As a result of the

competition of the consumers, the

horizontal spreads will widen. But the

spreads which belong to the one-l^ged

horizontal straddles with long leg x will

not continué to widen indefinitely. Their

widening will be diecked by the marginal

consumer of x. His refusal to buy x, and

his buying x' instead, constitutes an

opposite horizontal straddle, and entering

it will stabilize the spread.

Of course, the person of the marginal

consumer, and the item x' he considers as

his substitute for x, are subject to change

without notice. Whenever another

consumer takes over that role from the

first, his substitute for x may not be the

same x'; it could be x". Indeed, over a

period of time when the price of x

undergoes a change, hundreds of different

people may, one after another, play the

role of the marginal consumer of x, while

x' sweeps through the spectrum of

possible substitutos for x. This picture can

be simplifíed if we personify the marginal

consumer of x, and think of him as a

figure skater skating in the rink of

consumer goods. His long 1^ is anchored

to X, while his short 1^ is skating through

the possible substitutos of x. This, then, is

the mechanism whereby the market

integrates the fragmented power over the

price of X that resides in individual
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consumers, crystallizing it in the form of a

single number: the asked price.

Formation of the bid price

As already observed, the bid price is

the outcome of competition of the

producers. In more details, the bid price b

of the consumer good x marks the point

where the opportunity cost of selling an
additional unit of x becomes critical to

the marginal producer ofx. He is thefirst

producer to refuse to sell the downtick in

the price ofx, and the reference is to his

opportunity to refuse to buy the producer

good y', his input in the production Une

ofx.

All producers of x are doing vertical

arbitrage betwe«i consumer and producer

goods all the time: they constantly shift

their production lines from one vertical

straddle to the next. Their guiding star is

the constellation of vertical spreads As a

result of the competition of the producers,

the vertical spreads will shrink. But the

spreads which belong to the two-legged

vertical straddles with short leg x will not

keep shrinking indefinitely Their

shrinking is checked by the marginal

producer of x. His refusal to sell x and his

refusal to buy y' constitutes an opposite

vertical straddle, and entering it will

stabilize the spread.

Of course, the person of the marginal

producer oíx, and his input j', are subject

to change without notice. When another

producer takes over that role from the first

one, his input for producing x may not be

the samej'; it could he y". Indeed, over a

period of time whoi the price of x

undergoes a change, hundreds of different

people may, one after another, play the

role of the marginal producer ofx, while>''

sweeps through the spectrum of

altemative inputs suitable for the

production of x. This picture can be

simplifíed if we personify the marginal

producer of x and imagine that his short

leg is anchored to x on the bottom rung of

a ladder while his long 1^ is trying to get

a firm foothold on the next, touching the

altemative inputs suitable for the

production of x. This, then, is the

mechanism whereby the market int^rates

the scattered knowledge about the

appropriate level of the price of x that

resides in the individual producers,

crystallizing it in the form of a single

number: the bid price.

Our results can be formulated more

briefly as follows. The asked price of x is

determined by the marginal utility of x,

and can be characterized as the lowest

price at whidí consumers can buy as

much as they want without haggling —
explaining how the asked price eams its

ñame. The bid price of x is determined by

the marginal profitability of producing x,

and can be characterized as the highest

price at which producers can sell all they

have without haggling — explaining how
the bid price eams its ñame. Incidentally,

we have proved the theorem that the

marginal productivity of producing x is

always lower than the marginal utility of

X. (Otherwise the production would not

take place.)

Closing the bid/asked spread

In the very nature of the case a > b,

so there is a positive bid/asked spread a
— b. The existence of a positive spread,

as always, invites arbitrage. The

arbitrageur addressing the bid/asked

spread is called a market-maker (on the

floor of the New York Stock Exchange,

the speciaUst). The market-maker buys at

the lower bid price and sdlls at the hi^er

asked price (while everybody else must
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buy at the higher asked price or sell at

lower bid price, unless he is prepared to

take the trouble and time to haggle). The

guiding star of the market-makers is the

constellation of the bid/asked spreads.

Competition causes the spreads to shrink.

But the process of shrinking the bid/asked

spread for x will not continué indefinitely.

It will be diecked by the marginal

market-maker whose withdrawal from

arbitrage will stabilize the spread.

Ultimately the spread will be narrowed to

a point where it appears negligible (henee

the impression of a single monolithic

price). It is clear from the foregoing that

the bid/asked spread is determined by the

marginal profítability of the market-

making business. Note the beneficial

effect of the arbitrage of the

market-maker. Everybody benefíts: the

consumers aijoy a lower buying price, the

producers are rewarded by a higher selling

price. It is a grave mistake to ignore the

arbitrage of the market-maker whai

discussing the market process.

Of course, the three components of

arbitrage (horizontal, vertical, and

bid/asked arbitrage) are carried on

simultaneously and continuously — not

one after the other as the theory might

suggest. The decomposition of market

agitation into three sepárate components

has purely methodological significance.

This completes the marginal analysis of

the price formation of consumer goods in

terms of arbitrage. The corresponding

analysis of the price formation of producer

goods can be giv«i mutatis mutcmdis (see

below).

Competítion and changes in price

Competition of the producers may or

may not have the effect of lowering the bid

price of X. The marginal producer is

confronted with the dioice whether to

compete or not to compete. If he decides

to compete, he will adjust his selling price

to that of the competition, and will try to

restore profítability through horizontal

arbitrage. If he decides not to compete, he

will drop out of the rank of the producers

of X and another man with a lower selling

price will take over as the marginal

producer of x. In dther case the bid price

will get lowered, with the asked price

(driven by bid/asked arbitrage) to follow

hard on its heels. This is what happens in

the case when competition is keen. When
competition is dull, the marginal producer

may prevail in his effort to hold the bid

price.

Analogously, competition of the

consumers may or may not have the effect

of raising the asked price. But the two

cases are Jarfrom being symmetrical. In

fact, the rise in the asked price has an

additional consequence. Unlike the lower

bid price, a higher asked price tends to

widen the vertical spread. This will bring

out new competition for the producers.

Thus price rises caused by increased

consumer demand are mostly temporary,

lasting only as long as it takes for the

producers to adjust. By contrast,

decreases in prices due to increased

production, to the extent they reflect

technological improvemaits and increased

productivity, are mostly permanent {cf. the

dramatic fall in the price of personal

computers). This is the feedback-effect.

increased competition on the part of the

consumers brings about increased

competition on the part of the producers.

Note the absence of a feedback in the

opposite direction. The dominant role in

the process ofprice formation belongs to

the consumer. The role of the producer is

subordinate. Because of this bias in favor

ofthe consumer and to the prejudice of the

producer, the marginal utility of x may be

considered the primary factor in the
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formation of the price of x, while the

marginal productivity of producing x is

secondary. The lack of symmetry between

the two types of arbitrage can also be

described as the supremacy of the

consumer.

Critique of equílibrium analysis

The superiority of marginal analysis

over the convoitional supply/demand

equilibrium analysis of price formation is

clear. The latter is a palé, one-dimensional

shadow of reality. It looks at the consumer

good (together with its price and quantity)

m total isolation. It doesn't admit any

insight into the effect on price formation

of altemative inputs or outputs, ñor can it

handle producer-induced changes in

quality. By contrast, the marginal analysis

of price formation presents a

three-dimaisional image of reality in

living color. It takes the inter-dependence

of prices with those of altemative

consumer goods at the output level, and

with those of altemative producer goods at

the input level, into full account. It can

handle the problem of producer-induced

changes in quality. Marginal analysis puts

the market process, and the role of

arbitrage in it, into high relief.

F. A. Hayek in Pnces and Production

and Ludwig von Mises in Human Action

clearly recognized the entrepreneurial

activity of the producers in settmg up

vertical straddles to address selected

vertical spreads (of course, they used

dififerent terminologies). The adjective

"vertical" relates to the vertical stmcture

of goods due to Menger, elaborated in

Israel M. Kirzner's Market Theory and

the Price System. This is a classification

of goods according to their remoteness

from the fmal consumer. Thus consumer

goods are of the first order, while those

goods that enter into the input of the

production of consumer goods are of the

second. More generally, goods that enter

into the input of the production of «-th

order goods are of order « + 1 . In calling

the market position of the producer with

commitments to buy an (« + l)-st order

good and to sell an «-th order good a

"vertical straddle", we have simply

extended Menger's original terminology.

Horizontal straddles and spreads are

understood in exactly the same sense. The

choice of the adjective was inspried by

Kirzner's concept of "horizontally related

goods and markets" mentioned in [4]. In

his book Competition and Entre-

preneurship Kirzner also provides an

important example of a horizontal

straddle. It is the market position of the

producer of the consumer good y who
discovers that consumers are willing to

pay more for y, another consumer good

that he can also produce out of the same

input basket x. Accordingly, he switches

production from >; to >'' increasing

profitability. Notice that the producer has

created a one-legged horizontal straddle at

the level of first-order goods, with the

significant 1^ being the initial short \e%y'.

Of course, a producer of w-th order goods

can also avail himself of the services of

one-l^ged horizontal straddles, in order to

improve profitability. Complementary to

this is another type of horizontal arbitrage,

that will play a role below in the marginal

analysis of the formation of the asked

price of rt-th order goods. The producer

may want to increase profítability by

replacing his input basket x by a cheaper

one x'. In the latter case the producer's

horizontal straddle is at the level of (« +

l)-st order goods; in the former, it is at the

level of rt-th order goods. By a simple

extensión of this terminology to the level

of fírst order goods we may also cali the

market position of the consumer, in

shifting his custom from one consumer
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good to another, a one-legged horizontal

straddle.

None of the aforementioned authors

referred to these aitreproieurial activities

by the ñame arbitrage. But to do so is

helpftil in the present context, as it brings

out the important common element in the

otherwise diverse activities of the

aitrq)reneurs, and it makes the

classification of entrepreneurial activities

possible. By the same token, consumer

buying should also be recognized as an

instance of horizontal arbitrage. After all,

every purchase is an explicit choice

involving the implicit rejection of the

nearest substitute. It is true that the

savings that arise out of the consumer*s

horizontal arbitrage are not normally

r^arded profíts. There is no need to

quibble over semantics. At any rate, it

would appear inconsistent to dismiss the

consumer's activity of comparing prices

and quality before buying as being

non-entrepreneurial in character, having

accepted as entrepreneurial the producer's

analogous activity of shopping around for

altemative inputs — which certainly

makes a direct contribution to pro-

fítability.

Price formation of

producer goods

Marginal analysis is readily extended

to the formation of the asked and bid

prices of higher-order goods. The former

is the outcome of competition of the users

of «-th order goods doing horizontal

arbitrage, at that level, in terms of

one-l^ged straddles. In more details, the

asked pnce of the n-th order good x

marks the point where the opportunity

cosí of buying an additional unit of x

becomes critical to the marginal user of
X. He is the first among the producers of

goods of order n — \ to refuse to buy the

uptick in the price ofx, and the reference

is to his opportunity to biíy a substitute,

another producer good x' of order n

instead.

The bid price of the producer good x

is the outcome of competition of the

producers of «-th order goods, doing

vertical arbitrage between goods of order

n and « + 1 using two-legged straddles. In

more details, the bid price of the n-th

order good x marks the point where the

opportunity cost of selling an additional

unit ofx becomes critical to the marginal

producer ofx. He is the first among the

producers to refuse to sell the downtick in

the price ofx, and the reference is to his

opportunity to refuse to buy the producer

good y' of order n + 1, the input in his

production Une ofx

.

We have noted eariier that the role of

the consumer is dominant, while that of

the producer is subordinate in the process

of price formation. The same distinction

extends to the producers of higher ordered

goods as well. The role of the producer

who is less remote from the ultimate

consumer is dominant, and that of the

more remote one is subordinate. From this

remark the principie of imputation can be

easily derived.

Of course it may happen that a higher

order good serves as input for the

production of several differait higher-

order goods at different levéis. For a long

time coal has served both as a consumer

and a producer good. Platinum is a second

order good in artistic applications (making

jewelry) but it also serves as a higher

order good in industrial applications

(making catalytic converters). Whenever a

product serves both as an /w-th as well as

an /7-th order good, we may assume that

the formation of the asked and bid prices
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takes place at both levéis. If there is a

substantial difFerence in the results,

multilateral arbitrage will cióse the spread

between the gaping pnces. (Exception:

n^otiated pnces for industnal appli-

cations. For example, it is known that the

platinum-mining industry sells most of its

production at negotiated pnces which are

normally set below the free market price.

Not only does the mining industry lock in

a price in this way, but it also carves out a

market share in advance. The contract

must specify that the industrial consumer

is prohibited from reselling platinum on

the free market— otherwise the intentions

of the mining industry would be thwarted.)

In the second part of this paper we
discuss the problems of competition,

entrepreneurship, and profít in the light of

arbitrage. It will appear that introducing

arbitrage as the generic form of human

action, that underlies all the multifarious

activities of entrepreneurs in pursuit of

puré entrqjreneurial profit, is insightful. It

focuses attention on what is important,

while deemphasizing what is less

important or unimportant in the activities

of entrqjreneurs, when studied from the

point of view of the market process. It

also admits classifícation of entrqjre-

neurial strat^es to goierate profits into

defensive (retrospective) and aggressive

(prospective) strat^es.

types of arbitrage have dififórent roles to

play in the market process. First we look

at the role of horizontal arbitrage.

As a direct result of production,

vertical spreads will narrow, squeezing

profits. This eflfect is natural, it is to be

expected, and all producers should be

fully prqjared to meet the challenge

presented thereby. Eroding profítability

can be restored, at least to some extent,

through horizontal arbitrage at either end

of the production line. The alert producer

will explore altemative inputs, as he will

also explore altemative outputs, compa-

tible with his existing plant and equip-

ment.

This retrospective (or defensive)

strat^y aiming at the restoration of

profítability can be described as horizontal

arbitrage in terms of one-l^ged straddles,

as we may recall. If the producer replaces

his input basket x: by a dieaper one x', he

is worldng with one-legged horizontal

straddles at the level of producer goods,

with the signifícant 1^ being the long 1^
x'. Altematively, if the producer replaces

his output y by another y' which uses the

same input but which is expected to

command a higher price, he is working

with one legged horizontal straddles at the

level of consumer goods, with the

signifícant 1^ being the short \egy'.

Horizontal arbitrage and

retrospective strategies to defend

profítability

As we have seen, producers of goods

of order n act as arbitrageurs on three

counts. They do vertical arbitrage betweoí

goods of order n and « + 1 , and they do

horizontal arbitrage betweoí goods of

order n (level of output), as well as of

order n + 1 (level of input). DifFerent

One sign of eroding profítability is

that the production plant is not operating

at full capacity. Cutting the price of x

outright at a time when profíts are

squeezed might be a short-sighted

strat^y, since it is likely to be counter-

productive. (While not a suitable defensive

strategy, price cutting might be effective

as an aggressive strat^y to increase

market share.) But the producer may have

recourse to horizontal arbitrage as a more

appropriate defensive strategy. Variation
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in product quality, complemaiting

variation in price, is an important device

to improve profítability. The prcxiucer

puts an altemative product on the market,

say, a higher-quality edition x' of x that

cx)uid be sold at a higher price with only a

small increase in cost. Suppose tlie

capacity of the plant is 100 units, but only

60 units of X are sold at the price of $3,

grossing $180 per day. The producer can

try to sell 30 units oíx' at the price of $4,

and cut the price of x to $2 in the hope

that he could increase his sale of x to 70

units, while increasing his gross intake to

$240 per day and, incidentally, achieving

ftill capacity utilization. The producer

could afford to spend an additional $1 per

unit of x'to increase quality. If he did, his

total profit would still be higher (as long

as he can keep the cost of input to less

than $1.25 per unit oíx).

Thus variation in product quality in

combination with variation in price is an

important tool to compeíisate for the

erosión of profítability, and the way to do

it is through horizontal arbitrage. We may
note in passing that increasing sales will

increase profítability on two counts: (1) a

larger number of units sold ought to mean
larger total profít, (2) as the depreciation

sdiedule for capital equipment falls upon

a larger number of units sold, the

depreciation quota per unit of production

becomes smaller. But the depreciation

quota is a cost, and it must enter the input

basket. Thus a smaller quota implies

higher profit per units sold.

Vertical arbitrage and

prospective strategies to reap

puré entrepreneuríal profíts

consistently.

Forward-looking strat^es become

important when defensive strat^es no

longer suñíce to protect profítability. As

puré entrepreneurial profíts are ephemeral

and elusive, it is incumbent upon the alert

producer-entrepreneur to make timely

preparations for the day when his vertical

spread has been exploited to the extent

that profítability can no longer be restored

by horizontal arbitrage. At that point he

must abandon his vertical spread. He must

scrap his equipment. He must find a new,

wider, and more promising vertical spread

waiting to be exploited. He must buy new
equipment. He must set up his new
production line.

It is possible to continué production

without the benefít of puré entrepreneurial

profit indefinitely. But it involves taking

capital losses periodically. Let's assume

that the proceeds from sales are sufíícient

to cover the cost of all resources expended

in the production effort in fiíll, with the

solé exception of the retum to capital

invested. Capital can no longer be

amortized according to the original

amortization schedule. Its valué must be

revised downward so that the insuffident

retum can continué to amortize the

reduced capital valué at the current rate of

interest. It is probably true that today a

large part of productive activities in the

world is carried on without the benefít of

puré aitrq)reneurial profit. The resulting

capital losses are simply passed on to the

shareholders, who are forced to absorb it

in the form of a reduced dividend income.

Note also that marginally profítable

enterprises are at the mercy of the rate of

interest. Any rise in that rate would render
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the enterprise submarginal (i.e., a loss-

maker). The profít margin is seen as the

very cushion sheltering the enterprise from

an untoward rise in the rate of interest.

fits? The secret is found tn thdr strat^y

to shift their production line in a timely

fashion through four-legged vertical

straddles.

But of the greatest importance to us

are precisely those rare enterprises that

can, thanks to alert entrepreneurship,

genérate puré enterpreneurial profits

consistently. Mark the word "consis-

tently". It is one thing to make puré

aitrepreneurial profit sporadically; it is

quite another to make it consistently. As

we have seen, the skill to make profit

consistently is crucial for the manager of a

Corporation. It is precisely these profits

that shelter the shareholders from

sufFering capital losses. This is an

important aspect, not sufficiently

recognized in the scholarly literature, of

the social role of puré entreproieurial

profits in the modem world, where most

production takes place within the

corporate framework, and where most

retirement pensión plans depend on the

int^rity of the dividend income derived

from the ownership of industrial shares.

The pensión plan will have to declare

bankruptcy eventually if the stocks in its

portfolio are exposed to periodic capital

losses. Today we can hear a great deal of

exhortation conceming the need to prod

firms to be "good corporate citizens" — to

wit: worry about profits less, and worry

about civic duties more. The loóse talk

about "civic duties" misses the point

completely. Profits are to be worried

about indeed, because they are ephemeral

and elusive, opportunities to genérate them

are hard to find, and because profits play

such an important social role in protecting

the source of income for the retired

s^ment of the population.

What is the "secret" of those

entrepreneur-producers who can consis-

tently gaierate puré entrepreneurial pro-

First of all, the provident producer

must be aware that profits are ephemeral.

He must understand that the more

successñil he is in producing the consumer

good, the faster the vertical spread he is

addressing will be eroded, and the greater

his need to find an altemative vertical

spread will become. The temptation is

ever present for the successfiíl producer to

rest on his laurels, and to continué doing

what he has been successfiil in doing.

However, in the real world of qjhemeral

profits such a strategy is bound backfíre.

The initially successñil producer, unless

he is on his toes at all times, will tum out

to be a failure after all.

Secondly, the provident producer must

set his depreciation quotas high ©nough so

that they also cover the possibility of his

plant and equipment becoming obsolete

prematurely. The useful life of plant and

equipmoit is not determined solely by

physical criteria having to do with

wear-and-tear. It could also be shortened

by virtue of shifting consumer

preferences. To be sure, higher

depreciation quotas will increase costs,

thus reducing puré entrepreneurial profit.

But this part of lost profits may be

recaptured later, after the valué of plant

and equipmoit will have beeti written ofF

completely, whai dqjreciation cost no

longer weigh input down. The producer

who is in the the habit of setting his

depreciation quotas by relaxed standards

is living in a fools' paradise.

Furthermore, the provident producer

will also set aside a quota dedicated to

research and development (R&D). These

fiinds are dedicated to support the inventor

Laissez - Paire 1
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and the technolpgist to develop new
producís and better production methods.

This will help slowing down the erosión of

profítability later, and offer a better

chance of finding new profítable spreads.

To be sure, R&D quotas will increase

costs and thus reduce profítability. But it

would be short-sighted to try to do without

them, as they are the very goose to lay the

golden ^g of future profits. If there is no

room for R&D funds in view of

insufficient profits, then production

probably cannot be justifíed in its present

form.

But above all, the provident producer

is very mudí alive to the fact that the

vertical spread he has set out to address is

shrinking relentlessly, forever squeezing

profits. He is making timely preparations

for the day whai his vertical spread is

exploited in full, forcing him to move to

greener pastures. He is constantly on the

look-out for wider and more promising

vertical spreads, waiting to be exploited.

When the day comes, he will be ready. He
will stop producing x and start producing

It is a frequent objection that

switching from one production line to

another is a costly move. It involves

scrapping the oíd plant and equipment

suitable for producing x, and buying new
ones suitable for producing x'. Scrapping

may mean large losses, in view of low

scrap valúes relative to the high valué of

new equipment (henee the phrase

"inconvertible capital"). The objection is

not valid. These losses arise precisely

because depreciation quotas for the plant

and equipment to produce x have been set

too low. Had they been set with greater

foresight, their full valué would have been

written off by the time the switch fell due,

and there would have been no losses on

that account. When plant and equipment is

fully amortized, the vertical spread gets

wider (by the amount of amortization no

longer charged). But this once-

in-a-lifetime shot-in-the-arm is no more

than a temporary rqjrieve. The natural

shrinkage of the vertical spread is going

on unabated, putting the entrepreneur on

red alert that the time to make the switch

in his production line is fast approaching.

The prospective (or aggressive)

strategy in pursuit of puré aitrepremeurial

profít can be described as vertical

arbitrage in terms of four-legged straddles

as foUows. When the producer fínally

makes his switch from one production line

with input y and output x to another with

input y' and output x', he has created a

four-l^ged straddle with initial short 1^
y, initial long leg x, terminal long 1^ y',

terminal short leg x'. Note that this is an

example of the generalized four-legged

straddle. The terminal l^s here are not

backward-looking as in previous examples

where they simply liquídate the

commitments created by the initial l^s,

but forward-looking as they are entering

entirely new markets.

The calculation of puré

aitrq)raieurial profit follows the same

formula "terminal minus initial": the new

vertical spread minus the oíd. This means

that the producer can reap puré

entrepreneurial profít consistently,

provided that he makes a timely switch

from one vertical spread to another as

soon as the profítability of the former has

eroded sufñciently, and provided that the

profítability of the latter is sufficiently

high.

Marx and Keynes have made the

prophecy notorious that profítable vertical

spreads will ultimately become extinct,

and the capitalist mode of production will

reach its state of "máximum entropy".
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Only people who are utterly unable to

understand the true nature of

«itrepreneurship could believe that. There

is no reason to think that an alert

entrepreneur could ever run out of

profítable vertical spreads (as he may
indeed run out of profítable horizontal

spreads), partly because of the providence

of entrepreneurs like himself earmarking

funds for R&D, and partly because of the

providence of others in pursuing

exploration for new, cheaper, better

sources of raw material and energy.

Summary

We have introduced the concepts of

horizontal and vertical arbitrage for the

purpose of carrying out the marginal

analysis of price formation. This was done

in three steps: (1) the formation of the

asked price due to the horizontal arbitrage

using one-legged straddles, (2) the

formation of the bid price due to the

vertical arbitrage using two-legged

straddles, (3) the closing of the bid/asked

spread due to bid/asked arbitrage. In

actual fact the three types of arbitrage are

carried on simultaneously and

continuously. Their sq)aration in

describing theory is only justified by

methodological considerations.

But the concepts of horizontal and

vertical arbitrage are also useful to help

understanding entrepreneurship, the

phoiomoion of eroding profitability, and

the sources of continuing puré

aitrepraieurial profit. The would-be

producer confronts the constantly

changing landscape of spreads. In

choosing his line of production he first

selects a profítable vertical spread. He is

well-prepared to see his spread shrink as a

result of competition, squeezing

profitability. He is ready to compúlsate

for this through horizontal arbitrage. In

trying to reduce the cost of his input and

to raise the valué of his output, he now
looks at the horizontal spreads. He selects

those at either end of his production line

that will help him restore his profit

margin. He is doing horizontal arbitrage in

terms of one-legged straddles at two

levéis: he is shuffling his input as well as

his output.

Nevertheless, sooner or later the

vertical spread the producer has set out to

address will be exploited to the extent that

profitability can no longer be restored. At

this point the producer takes a fresh look

at the vertical spreads. He picks a new one

that promises to be profítable, he scraps

his oíd production line, he sets up a new
one to address the new vertical spread,

and the process will start all over again.

The switch involves scrapping oíd plant

and equipment and buying new ones. The

producer must do vertical arbitrage in

terms of four-l^ged straddles, with eadi

of the four legs being in a different

market. If he is not prepared to follow this

procedure, puré «iterproieurial profít will

certainly elude him.

The retrospective strategy of the

producer aims at improving profitability;

it involves horizontal arbitrage in terms of

one-l^ged straddles; improvements in

profitability can be conceptualized as the

spread. The prospective strategy of the

producer aims at fmding new sources of

puré entrqjraieurial profit; it involves

vertical arbitrage in terms of four-l^ged

straddles; the puré aitrqjroieurial profit

that arises can be concqjtualized as the

"spread of spreads" (terminal minus initial

spread).

The secret of reaping puré

«itrqjrpneurial profit consistently can

therefore be seen in the entrepreneur* s skill
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to exploit the available horizontal spreads,

and in his sldll to find a new, more

profítable vertical spread in good time,

before the oíd one is fully exploited.

Conclusión

The static, one-dimaisional supply/

demand equilibrium analysis of price

formation can be superseded by a

dynamic, three-dimensional asked/bid

disequilibrium analysis, once we put

arbitrage into the center, and adopt the

methods of marginal analysis. In this way
the price- quantity nexus is replaced by

the multivariate nexus of price- quantity-

quality. In fact, the input and the output

of production become variables in their

own right, as indeed they are in real life.

No longer is there a need to pay

lip-service to a spurious equilibrium

between supply and demand. We still have

the two poles, the consumer and the

producer, and we still have a pair of

opposing forces, one rqDresented by the

arbitrageur, and the other by the marginal

arbitrageur. Price formation is still

considered as the result of reconciliation

between two forces. But it is more
appropriate to describe ours as a

cíwequilibrium model, since the marginal

arbitrageur is not a person but a role— a

role that could be played by different

persons from one moment to the next, and

the next person may have a different set of

valúes; difFerait preferaices, opportu-

nities, for^one altematives, as well as a

different time horizon. When worked out

in ftill details, our disequilibrium model of

price formation can demónstrate how
these diflferences are accommodated by the

market process.
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